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Abstract: The automotive industry is striving hard to find new methods to reduce the manufacturing cost, rejections and improve quality. Productivity is the measure of extent to which a rated output can be expressed from giving input. Productivity improvement deals with achieving the more output from the less input within specified time. This can be done by improving basic process, improving existing methods and procedure and also by controlling rejections and rework. Rejection or scrap is threat to any organization. Eliminating or minimizing the scrap is the main aim of any manufacturing unit. The outcome of the present work is being suggestion to improve and change certain procedure in the process and also to improve certain process, which is causing bottlenecks in the 5C line. By implementing certain changes in the process the productivity is observed to be increased considerably by reducing rejection rate from 10.61% to 5.50% in 5C line.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the global economic condition changing in a rapid motion, generally any industry as to focus more on profit margin, as customer always looks for high quality product. This can be done basically by improving the existing methods, procedure and also by controlling rework and rejections. Productivity improvement is to do the things at right time, better and make it a practice of continuous process. Therefore it’s important to adopting new and efficient techniques to improve productivity. Productivity is a quantitative relationship between what we produce and what we have spent to produce. Productivity is nothing but reducing the wastage of resources spent to produce the product.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In the past two years auto-mobile industry is programming fast. There are lot of many new vehicles are coming to the market and for existing models demand is increased. When the demand is increased suddenly for expansion needs money and lot of lead time. So, to meet the customer demand better option is to make use of existing facilities, improving productivity and reducing the rejections.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY

A methodology has been developed for reducing the rejection and for improving productivity of the company. It is known that some changes have taken for reducing the rejection and improving the productivity.

Rohit Sharma et al. [10] proposed the paper titled TPM implementation in piston manufacturing industry for OEE, this paper focus on improving the maintenance in a piston manufacturing set up using an innovative maintenance regime mix to improve overall equipment effectiveness.

Elmeekkaway T.Y [6] in their study on defect analysis for quality and productivity improvements in a manufacturing system. Productivity is sometimes measured in goods produced per hour or production per employee. Productivity can be increased in a number of ways reducing cost, increasing efficiency of use of raw material, or increasing product quality. Any reduction of material or labour used to make defective products will decrease costs and, therefore, increase productivity.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The following is the flow chart for fulfilling the set objectives

- Identify and define the problem
- Data collection
- Analyze the data
- $\bar{x}$, R and control charts
- Validation and providing corrective action plans
- Implementing corrective action plans and Verification
- Results and conclusion

Fig 1:- Step by Step Procedure
V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Rejection in any manufacturing company is causes that add up the cost of the process, reducing the productivity and the output of the manufacturing unit. Eliminating or reducing these causes involves detecting the root causes that ultimately results in the defective output. The defects are the threats that directly targets productivity of any manufacturing company, hence minimizing or eliminating is main aim of any organization.

The rejection data is collected from piston machine shop department about all the machining lines in shop floor and represented in the Pareto chart.

The Figure 3 shows the rejection data of all machining lines in PMS. From the Figure 3, the 5C line has the more percentage of rejections when compared to all other lines in PMS. In present work 5C line is concentrated to reduce the rejection and to improve the productivity.

The Figure 4 shows rejected parameters data of line 5C, compression height (2.91%) and damages (2.22%) are the parameters rejecting more numbers in 5C line.

A. Problem Compression Height

Finish pinhole boring is carried in the TAKISAWA machine which as the tolerance level is microns. By considering the scarp data from the January month, it is found that many defective pistons (2.91%) were due to compression height.

Process interpretation reveals that, compression height tops first in the list of reason contributing to defective piston in 5C line.
Figure 5 and 6 shows data from the 5C line in TAKISAWA machine, for compression height. The control chart in which sample data points are outside the control limit, it can be said that scrap is more and process is unstable.

Figure 7 shows the fixing eye an opposite fixing eye side of piston manufactured in 5C line. Rectangular projection indicates fixing eye side.

The Table 1 gives the probable reasons for compression height variation, the various causes identified under cause and effect diagram are each taken into consideration and they are checked of their role in causing the compression height variation.

The various causes which leads to decrease in productivity in compression height that are identified and represented in the form of cause and effect diagram it is shown in Figure 8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Present cause</th>
<th>Suggestion/implementation</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness</td>
<td>Wall thickness variation observed due to center core shift in foundry</td>
<td>Centre case shift need to be corrected in foundry</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chips in fixture</td>
<td>Chips get stuck in fixture seat</td>
<td>New fixture is introduced with new design, so that no chips will get stuck in fixture seat</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Action plan for compression height

Table 2 shows corrective action plan, such as newly designed fixture is introduced to ease removal of chips.

Old fixture in the takisawa machine for compression height process shown in Figure 9.

![Fig 9: Old fixture of Takisawa machine](image)

New fixture shown in Figure 10 is designed as per the requirement. The requirement is that the chips should not remain on the machine fixture during machining, because the un removed chips will varies the height of piston during machining. By proper flow out of chips from the fixture, compression height variation get minimizes.

![Fig 10: New fixture of takisawa machine](image)

B. Validation of New Fixture

After implementing corrective action plans for compression height. Data is collected for compression height in the TAKISAWA machine and interpreted in control chart.

![Fig 11: Control chart for fixing eye side compression height after implementing action plan](image)

![Fig 12: Control chart for opposite fixing eye side compression height after implementing action plan](image)

It can be seen that in figure 11 and 12 after implementing corrective action plan for compression height and changing the fixture in the machine. Above control chart shows that no sample data points are outside control limit. The process is stable and capable.

VI. RESULTS

The scrap % in the 5C line due to compression height variation,
- Before implementing corrective action plan, scrap in 5C line is 2.91 % for compression height variation.
- After implementing corrective action plan, scrap in 5C line is 1.09 % for compression height variation.

A. Results for 5C Line

The scrap percentage in the 5C line due to compression height in existing system
- Number of pistons produced per shift(8hrs)=720 pistons
- Number of pistons rejected in a shift=21 piston
- Scrap = 2.91 %
The scrap percentage in the 5C line due to compression height, after implementing the action plan

- Number of pistons produced per shift (8hrs) = 731 pistons
- Number of pistons rejected in a shift = 8 pistons
- Scrap % = 1.09%

B. Comparison of Number of Units Produced

The primary objective of the company was to increase the production rate of 5C line. From the study, in existing system it is found that the piston production rate units / shift in 5C line

After the implementation of the corrective action plans, the system showed up a daily production 731 units / shift in 5C line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Status existing system</th>
<th>Status after implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Productivity = 720/shift</td>
<td>Productivity = 731/shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rejection rate = 10.61%</td>
<td>Rejection rate = 5.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparative data for 5C line

Tables 3 shows with a considerable increase of piston production rate 5C line are 11 units / shift.

Figure 13: Scrap Reduction in 5C line

Figure 13 shows the scrap in 5C line for existing system is 10.61% and after implementation of action plan scrap is 5.5%.

VII. CONCLUSION

- After new designed fixture is replaced with old fixture, compression height has been reduced to 1.09% from 2.91%.
- The company started to provide education and training to line staff. So that company satisfies the needs of its customers in quality and quantity.
- Regular training is required to implement SPC tools to improve productivity.
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